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The meeting was called to order by Christian Chernock at 4:08 p.m. The purpose of this meeting was to
hear the viewpoints of Methodist Hospítal and traffic consultants Andrew Howard and Jason Roberts of
BetterBlocks pertaining to Beckley Avenue (north to l-30) and Colorado Boulevard (from Bishop to l-
35E). Doctor Mansfield presented future plans for expansion of the Methodist Hospital Complex east of
Beckley on Colorado, and north on Beckley toward l-30. lt is Methodist's desire to mimic the lanes
accessing UT Southwestern. Their position is that any reduction of lanes in either direction would stifle
their growth. Methodist's plans include the construction of a medical office for outpatient care that
would move 350,000 of its 400,000 outpatient visits from the current hospital footprint to the new
location. Methodist also plans to construct a boutique hotel to accommodate families of transplant
patients who need extensive inpatient care.

Larry Good addressed Dr. Mansfield's request for assurances that the proposed draft of the committee
recommendations would enable Methodist to achieve its expansion goals. Larry Good explained that the
current recommendation was drafted with Methodist in mind. The current draft recommends Walkable
Mixed Use and heights are up to 270 feet (20 stories).

Dr. Mansfield discussed a traffic study performed by Lee Engineering that indicated thatthe current lane
configuration is adequate; but a reduction of Beckley from 6 to 4 lanes, and a reduction of Colorado
Boulevard from 5-3 lanes would be classified at the "D" level at certain times of the day. Any proposalto
add dedicated bicycle lanes would dramatically affect Methodist's expansion plans. The current
proposed expansion will add a net 50 beds to its current capacity of 560 beds, and approximately 20-30
Emergency Room beds and expanded operating rooms. lt will also increase the size of ICU rooms.

Bob Stimson reported thatthe Dallas Bike Plan is not written in stone and adjustments can be made.

Michael Mendoza offered that leaving Beckley and Colorado the way they are is not an option. Larry
Good offered that there is excess capacity on Beckley north of Colorado to l-30 and that it is never
congested.

Andrew Howard shared some studies. Both Andrew and Dr. Mansfield agreed to share their information
to the entire committee.

The meeting adjourned at 5:34 pm.

5pectfully submitted,


